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ABSTRACT 
 
       New technologies are generating potentially discoverable evidence in electronic form in ever increasing volumes. 

As a result, traditional techniques of document search and retrieval in pursuit of electronic discovery in litigation are 

becoming less viable. One potential new technological solution to the e-discovery search and retrieval challenge is 

Visual Analysis (VA). VA is a technology that combines the computational power of the computer with graphical 

representations of large datasets to enable interactive analytic capabilities. This article provides an overview of VA 

technology and how it is being applied in the analysis of e-mail and other electronic documents in the field of 

e-discovery, as well as discussing several challenges and limitations of the technology. The article concludes that VA 

has the potential to overcome some of the limitations of current search and retrieval techniques, but that addressing the 

digital tsunami is more likely to be achieved by using VA in combination with other search and retrieval technologies 

in the context of creating an effective data governance program. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION: THE E-DISCOVERY PROBLEM 
 
       At the beginning of the second decade of the 21

st
 century, the legal profession continues to confront exponentially 

increasing volumes of data across a spectrum of old and new varieties of electronic applications and formats, ranging 

from e-mail and traditional word processing, to web pages and even newer forms of web 2.0 social media. It is also not 

unusual for lawyers to confront the task of having to sift through millions of such files contained on electronic media 

of all types, from databases and online networked systems, websites, and disaster recovery backup tapes, all for the 

purpose of performing their searches for relevant evidence. 
 
       At the same time, in the midst of this growing technological thicket, the responsibility of the lawyer in civil liti-

gation remains unchanged, namely: to use due diligence and reasonable means to ferret out what constitutes relevant 

evidence of importance to his or her client. This is in addition to responding to requests for documents made by op-

posing parties in the lawsuit and preparing the lawsuit for trial (or, as is increasingly the case, for ensuring a fair 

settlement). In the over-*34 whelming majority of cases, legal discovery demands still consist of formal requests that 

in the main expressly ask for some variation of the phrasing, “provide any and all” documents relevant to the specific 

issue(s) being litigated. But faced with the prospect of reviewing terabytes of information and beyond, [FN1] do 

lawyers use optimal means for actually performing their e-discovery searches in response to such requests? Put an-

other way, do lawyers understand the limitations of present-day search methods or what alternatives may exist that 

would be useful in supplementing their existing practice? 
 
       To be sure, in various jurisdictions new rules of civil procedure have been adopted ensuring that lawyers and 
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judges are on notice of their obligations to produce documentary evidence in electronic form. For example, as of 

January 1, 2010, Ontario amended its Civil Rules of Procedure to provide for “Principles re Electronic Discovery,” in 

the form of Rule 29.1.03(4) which states: 
 

        (4) In preparing the discovery plan, the parties shall consult and have regard to the document titled “The 

Sedona Canada Principles Addressing Electronic Discovery” developed by and available from The Sedona 

Conference. [FN2] 
       Previously, in December 2006 the U.S. Federal Rules of Civil Procedure were amended to expressly incorporate 

the term “electronically stored information.” and to require that lawyers representing all parties to proceedings meet 

and confer early on in litigation to hammer out how electronic evidence will be preserved, formatted, and accessed. An 

increasing number of judges are on record as expecting that as part of these early on discussions counsel will discuss if 

not begin negotiating over what constitutes an adequate “search protocol” for each side to adhere to as part of the 

discovery process. [FN3] For a discussion of evolving Canadian e-discovery law, see (Force 2010). [FN4] 
 
       In light of all of these developments, there is growing recognition in many quarters of the legal profession that a 

need exists to ask the questions posed here, namely, about the limitations of present day searches and alternatives to 

the status quo ante in how the legal obligations are met. Given the avalanche of electronic data that lawyers confront 

on a daily basis, the profession is ripe for considering *35 new ways of interpreting and making sense out of vast 

quantities of data on a scale never previously confronted. 
 
II. IS TECHNOLOGY THE SOLUTION? 
 
       As stated in a report by PwC UK entitled e-Disclosure 2020, far from providing a panacea, technology seems to 

create problems faster than it solves them, or at a minimum, the solutions seem destined to lag behind. Easy infor-

mation creation and inexpensive storage appears long before tools to organise or catalogue that information. [FN5] 

Indeed, we know that current e-discovery search methods are not sufficient to overcome the digital tsunami: the most 

common methods currently used in e-discovery -- keyword searching and linear review -- are increasingly ineffective 

for the massive volumes of data that must be sifted through for each case. There have been a number of studies 

highlighting the limitations of existing search and retrieval techniques. In one study lawyers overestimated the effec-

tiveness of their keyword-based search strategies by as much as 55%. [FN6] Dabney (1986), Bing (1987) and 

Schweighofer (1999) all provide in-depth reviews of the limitations of full text searching for legal documentation. 

[FN7] More recently, a multi-year study evaluating the efficacy of various search methods known as the “TREC Legal 

Track” demonstrated that traditional Boolean search methods failed to find up to 78% of relevant documents that other 

automated search methods accounted for (Tomlinson et al, 2008). [FN8] 
 
       In 2007, The Sedona Conference?, a leading legal non-profit think tank, issued a Commentary where the limita-

tions of keyword searching were comprehensively described. In relevant part: 
 

        Keyword searches work best when the legal inquiry is focused on finding particular documents and when 

the use of language is relatively predictable. For example, keyword searches work well to find all documents 

that mention a specific individual or date, regardless of context. However, the experience of many litigators is 

that simple keyword searching alone is inadequate in at least some discovery contexts. This is because simple 

keyword searches end up being both over- and under-inclusive in light of the inherent malleability and ambi-

guity of spoken and written English (as well as all *36 other languages). 
       (The Sedona Conference 2007). [FN9] 
 
       All of these prior reports and studies are in line with results of an online survey of legal and technical profes-

sionals in the UK and two roundtable discussions on e-discovery conducted by PwC indicating that keyword searching 

is increasingly untenable. [FN10] Panellists noted the difficulties of choosing key words, reporting that “[e]ven if you 

have a brilliant, absolutely focussed search, you are still going to end up with too many documents to review and 
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within those there will still be a very large proportion of irrelevant material.” [FN11] Data volumes are quickly be-

coming such that even with the best keyword search terms and an army of reviewers, it could still take months or years 

to sift through all the data and there would still be no guarantee of satisfactory results. [FN12] New approaches are 

therefore very much needed. 
 
       Some leading thinkers in the legal profession have recognized that alternatives to traditional keyword searching 

do exist, and, in spite of the dearth of reported opinions on the subject, many practitioners are incorporating a variety 

of new search techniques in their everyday practice. In the one reported decision that does go into alternative search 

techniques at some length, Victor Stanley v. Creative Pipe, [FN13] Judge Grimm, citing to (The Sedona Conference 

2007), recognized that in addition to keyword searches, “other search and information retrieval methodologies” exist 

such as 
 

        probabilistic search models, including “Bayesian classifiers” (which searches by creating a formula based 

on values assigned to particular words based on their interrelationships, proximity, and frequency to establish a 

relevancy ranking that is applied to each document searched); “Fuzzy Search Models” (which attempt to refine 

a search beyond specific words, recognizing that words can have multiple forms. By identifying the “core” for 

a word the fuzzy search can retrieve documents containing all forms of the target word); “Clustering” searches 

(searches of documents by grouping them by similarity of content, for example, the presence of a series of same 

or similar words that are found in multiple documents); and “Concept and Categorization Tools” (search sys-

tems that rely on a thesaurus to capture documents which use alternative ways to express the same thought). 

[FN14] 
        *37 In line with Victor Stanley's recognition of concept and categorization methods, it has been reported that the 

“use of auto-categorization systems can potentially reduce document request times from over four months to as little 

as thirty days for even the largest datasets” (Oot et al, 2010). [FN15] 
 
       These and other candidate technological solutions (including near de-duplication, e-mail threading, and predictive 

coding, [FN16]) will be deployed on a more widespread basis in litigation in the future, as lawyers increasingly be-

come convinced that efficiencies in cost and scale are achieved through their greater use. 
 
III. WHAT ABOUT VISUAL ANALYSIS? 
 
       A technology emerging as one possible solution to the e-discovery problem is visual analysis (VA). VA is a 

relatively new technology that combines analytical reasoning facilitated by interactive visual interfaces. It has been 

described as: 
 

        • The science of analytical reasoning facilitated by interactive visual interfaces. [FN17] 
        • More than just visualization and can rather be seen as an integrated approach combining visualization, 

human factors and data analysis. [FN18] 
        • The formation of abstract visual metaphors in combination with a human information discourse (usually 

some form of interaction) that enables detection of the expected and discovery of the unexpected within mas-

sive, dynamically changing information spaces. [FN19] 
       Though VA is a dynamic process not a static one, it has its origin in the static visual representation of data. The 

field of visualization is, of course, very old: maps, graphs and charts have been in use for many centuries. Comput-

er-assisted visualization is of more recent vintage. There is growing research interest reflecting the many advantages 

that visualization is said to offer over traditional textual representations: increased cognitive resources, such as by 

using a visual resource to expand human working memory; reduction of search, such as by representing a large amount 

of data in a small space; enhanced recognition of patterns, such as when *38 data are organized spatially to indicate 

their temporal relationships; and support for the easy perceptual inference of relationships that are otherwise more 

difficult to induce. [FN20] 
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       Over time, visualization research has expanded beyond static visual representations to applications that allow 

users to interact with visualizations in an exploratory fashion. VA tools apply visualizations such as bar charts, node 

link diagrams, clusters or time lines to represent the results of computer analysis (see Figure 1). [FN21] Users are then 

able to interact with the visual representations to conduct further analysis in an iterative manner. The results of these 

additional analytical steps also are presented as visual metaphors or representations that can be further analysed if 

desired. VA tools have been designed specifically to deal with: 
 

        • Processing masses of dynamic data 
        • Answering an array of often ambiguous questions 
        • Keeping humans in the loop and at the centre of analysis 
        • Blending computational analysis with interactive visualization of the results of that analysis 
        • Providing quick answers with on demand improvement of analytical results 
        • Incorporating presentation linked with analysis 
        • Exporting easy to understand representations of results in real time [FN22] 

       VA has emerged as a multi-disciplinary field (see Figure 1) [FN23] in which researchers from computer science, 

visual arts, cognitive psychology and other domain-specific areas collaborate to explore the basic components of the 

technology: analytical reasoning techniques; visual representation and interactions; data representations and trans-

formations; and techniques to support production, presentation, and dissemination. [FN24] 
 
       VA's original domain of application was in science but it has now moved into other areas, such as biology; 

business intelligence; fraud detection; and epidemiology. [FN25] The kinds of questions and issues that have attracted 

other domains of analysis to this technology are similar to the types of questions and issues faced in e-discovery. 
 
*39 IV. VISUAL ANALYSIS AS APPLIED TO E-DISCOVERY 
 
       VA tools are relatively new to the e-discovery domain. To date, most of the tools have focussed on the analysis of 

e-mails, though some have incorporated other documentary forms as well. Prior to the emergence of VA, visualization 

has been used to analyze both personal e-mail collections and public archives of threaded discussions. [FN26] For 

example, TimeStore employed a redesign of the e-mail inbox and filing system which automatically arranged e-mail 

in a two dimensional grid, with one axis being people and the other, time. [FN27] Sack studies e-mail exchanges 

between thousands of Usenet users and in a 2001 paper discusses the “Conversation Map” system, a visual system for 

browsing and navigating very large-scale conversations. [FN28] Other researchers have applied Treemaps in the 

Netscan project to visualize Usenet postings. [FN29] Re-mail provided overviews of correspondents and messages to 

help spot those with similar attributes. [FN30] PostHistory was a personal information management tool for using 

timelines and contact overviews to help generate insights that would be socially relevant to the owner of an e-mail 

collection. [FN31] Social-Network Fragments complemented that approach, identifying communication clusters in 

social networks of authors. [FN32] There has also been work on showing the structure of threaded e-mail conversa-

tions over time. [FN33] *40 E-mail visualization has recently started to receive some attention from researchers 

seeking to support retrospective analysis as well. For example, Perer, Shneiderman and Oard used timelines to study 

the rhythms in e-mail use over time with a case study based on 20 years of a single individual's e-mail. [FN34] Perer 

and Smith looked at three simple visualizations of e-mails to construct portraits of e-mail practices, and collected 

feedback from eight users looking at their own e-mail store. [FN35] The eArchivarius project showed clusters based 

on content or co-addressing, along with timelines and biographies to explore a small set of government e-mails that 

had been released in response to Freedom of Information Act requests. [FN36] 
 
       Visual analytics goes one step beyond these efforts by incorporating capabilities that permit user directed ex-

ploration. An interactive graph-representation tool was developed by Heer to explore the social network of corre-

spondents for the half-million-document Enron collection for example. [FN37] 
 
       A review of the research literature indicates that visual analysis functionality (and associated tools) as applied in 

the domain of e-mail analysis can be classed broadly into two categories: 1) Tools that represent communications 
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patterns and 2) tools that represent content. Of the tools that visualize communications patterns, there are two 

sub-categories: 1) those that represent time lines of communications and 2) those that visualize social networks. 

[FN38] Tools that focus on social networks analysis often visually represent analytic results using node link or net-

work diagrams as these types of diagrams lend themselves well to representing social actors and relationships between 

them. Typically, though not exclusively, these types of visualizations are generated on data drawn from metadata such 

as the header of an e-mail or, in some cases, user supplied data. [FN39] Tools that focus on content, on the other hand, 

can use traditional keyword search techniques, for example, NetLens E-mail or vector space clustering algorithms that 

facilitate clustering of data into “galaxies”,*41 “spires”, and “bubbles” conceptualizing the topics and entities that 

exist in the documents of interest. [FN40] In other words, automatically generating an ontology based on an analysis 

of the content of a particular data set. [FN41] Some tools, such as NetLens E-mail, combine elements of all these 

forms of visualization. While VA research and development in the domain of e-discovery has focused primarily on the 

problem of searching for and retrieving e-mail documents, some studies incorporate a wider range of material. Kang et 

al describe incorporating transcriptions of voice messages into their analysis of Enron documentation and discuss the 

possibility of incorporating content drawn from external sources found on the Web such as biographies of persons of 

interest. [FN42] Esteva et al have conducted research using a collection of unstructured Spanish documents varying in 

length and size that approximates the type of documentation that might be discoverable in litigation. [FN43] 
 
       A number of technology vendors offer visual analytics solutions. Without any intent to endorse particular prod-

ucts or services, [FN44] we see these as being grouped into three broad categories: 1) those that are legal discovery 

“pure play” technology companies (e.g., MetaLINCS and Attenex), 2) those that offer more general search or data 

management software and services (e.g., Autonomy) and have incorporated visualization into their offerings, and 3) 

“pure play” visual analytics tools that can be used to conduct discovery but also used for other purposes (e.g., Starlite). 

[FN45] These tools range from those that offer visualization as an “add on” mode of displaying search results, which 

in itself can be extremely helpful to reviewers, to those that offer “true” visual analytic capabilities -- the ability to 

have a human analyst interact with a visualization in order to really delve into data to structure, organise, and, ulti-

mately, understand them. 
 
        *42 There are an increasing number of companies who offer visual analysis services as well, so organisations 

who want to experiment with visual analytics can choose whether to “buy” or “let” this technology. The decision to 

invest in acquiring the technology in-house or whether to buy it as a service will rest, in part, on the scale of legal 

discovery requirements: large corporate organisations carrying out discovery on a regular basis will benefit most from 

acquiring the technology in-house and integrating it with their existing litigation and discovery support tools, while 

those involved in discovery less often might be better offer availing themselves of a service-oriented offering. 
 
V. WHY COULD VISUAL ANALYSIS BE AN EFFECTIVE E-DISCOVERY TOOL? 
 
       In 2006, Forrester Research predicted that visual analytics was going to be “the next big thing” in e-discovery. 

[FN46] Why? One reason is that with traditional tools of analysis, reviewers face a long process of culling and 

de-duplicating large volumes of electronic datasets to produce relevant documents or e-mails, with associated 

metadata, stored in their native form, or in some normalized form such as EDRM XML, tiff, or pdf. The documents are 

then indexed and made available for search using standard search query types such as: term queries; phrase queries; 

near queries; range queries; wildcard queries; fuzzy queries and Boolean queries. One limitation of this approach is 

that the reviewer may not be certain at the start of a case of the important topics, key players, significant dates, or 

specific vocabulary in use. She may think she has an idea of what might be important and so try out a few simple 

queries to see what she can find, but her results may return zero finds. She may give up faced with the impossibility of 

searching for “unknown unknowns.” Belkin et al. recognized this problem in information seeking, stating that “in 

general the user is unable to specify precisely what is needed.” [FN47] 
 
       Attfield, De Gabrielle and Blandford have recently written about the ineffectiveness of traditional information 

retrieval approaches in the e-discovery domain. Drawing on data from case-studies of e-discovery, these researchers 

found that document reviewers would benefit from support in drawing together emergent document classes -- groups 
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of related irrelevant documents and groups of related relevant documents -- which the reviewer becomes aware of 

during the review task. They note that many traditional review systems fail to assist the reviewer in this and so ad-

versely affect cognitive momentum and the efficiency and effectiveness of the task. They conclude that interactive 

information visualisations provide new opportunities to move beyond such limitations. [FN48] VA tools, in providing 

a visual *43 representation of concepts and their interrelationships in a domain -- have been shown to be extremely 

helpful to people who need to learn about a domain. [FN49] Some researchers go beyond even this claim to suggest 

that interactive visualization tools can prompt reviewers to think more creatively. [FN50] 
 
       The School of Library, Archival and Information Studies (SLAIS) at the University of British Columbia (UBC) 

has been experimenting with VA tools specifically designed to overcome this cognitive barrier by applying the 

computational power of computers to analyze large datasets in order to “see the unseen.” Put simply, with the kinds of 

tools being used at UBC-SLAIS the reviewer does not need to know in advance what he is searching for. These VA 

tools use vector space clustering algorithms to analyze a dataset and present the entire “universe” of data found within 

the chosen dataset in the form of a visual representation (e.g., nodes, galaxies, spires). [FN51] The capability of these 

tools surmounts a problem that often occurs with keyword searching where documents can fall through the cracks of a 

search. These types of VA tools see all documents and cluster them together, so no document is missed out acci-

dentally. A further advantage is that the reviewer is then able to engage interactively with the visualization to discover 

more about the cluster of documents its represents in order to test hypotheses and develop new ones. 
 
       How do VA tools such as those employed in the UBC-SLAIS experiments work? The reviewer begins by pre-

paring the dataset for input into the VA tool. This usually involves some amount of pre-processing, such as 

de-duplication and XML tagging. Once the dataset is loaded, analysis can begin. In the vector space model of analysis, 

documents are represented as vectors of the descriptors that are employed. [FN52] A vector corresponds to the number 

of the words in the body of text. Every attribute can be weighted according to its importance. In the simplest case, the 

attribute receives value 1 if the descriptor occurs and 0, if this is not the case. The similarity between two vectors is 

usually computed as a function of the number of qualities which are common to both objects. A ranking of documents 

is inherent to the vector space model. Information representation is done according to similarity to the search vector. 

Similar documents can be combined into clusters through matching the search vectors with the central vector. 
 
       Once the initial clusters have formed, a process of iterative visual analysis of the visualizations to validate hy-

potheses or discover emergent, unexpected patterns is possible. The reviewer focuses on clusters of interest by se-

lecting a cluster and *44 dropping everything else out of the calculations (e.g., making some words temporarily into 

outliers) and then evaluating and corroborating (or modifying by labelling) the key topics of the cluster, but also 

finding peculiar words for the given cluster. For example, a number of iterations of the visualizations might be created 

by eliminating terms from the visual clusters that were either too specific (e.g., “ISBN”) or two general (e.g., “crim-

inal”) to produce meaningful clusters of conceptually related data. Using this technology with an iterative analytic 

technique, the reviewer is able to hone in quickly on the key topics in a large data set, rather than having to guess what 

might be covered and generate key words that may or may not reveal relevant items. The reviewer also is able to 

interrogate the results of the initial search to further analyze the data set by, for example, testing out competing hy-

potheses about the words referred to in the records. 
 
VI. THE CHALLENGES OF RELYING ON VISUAL ANALYSIS 
 
       As promising a technology as visual analysis is, there are still many barriers to full adoption and reliance on it to 

overcome the e-discovery challenge. The following sections discuss a number of these challenges. 
 
(a) Ease of Use 
 
       SLAIS researchers have had the opportunity to work with a number of VA tools and have found that the technical 

skills needed to learn and operate the software effectively are still significantly more than one could expect of a casual 
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user. In other words, it takes training and regular use of the tools to yield effective results. It would be difficult for 

someone -- an attorney or records professional -- who did not use VA frequently to use the technology now and again 

with good results. On the other hand, good results are difficult to achieve if the reviewer only has technical knowledge 

of how to use the software and is not a domain expert because of the iterative analytical process involved in visual 

analysis. The exploratory path is not predetermined but emerges as the reviewer discovers new insights from each 

visual representation -- insights that a domain expert is more capable of developing. This is in contrast to a study done 

by Efthimiadis and Hotchkiss on more traditional search techniques. [FN53] In this study the researchers ran a test to 

discover whether domain expertise is necessary in legal researchers. They found that a group of non-experts outper-

formed a group of experts. 
 
        *45 To address the need for domain expertise in the use of VA, UBC-SLAIS researchers have found a process 

called “pair analysis” very effective. [FN54] In pair analysis a technical expert and a domain specialist work together 

with the dataset to conduct the visual analysis. It may be that in future, improved user interfaces will make it unnec-

essary to employ pair analysis, but for the time being this method can be used to improve the effectiveness of the 

process. 
 
(b) Analytical Reasoning Techniques 
 
       One of the challenges of using visual analysis tools is that there is no one predefined pathway or protocol for the 

process of analytical reasoning to be followed to interact with a dataset. For example, Kang et al describe significant 

differences in the process of sense-making between an experienced analyst and an archivist in interacting with VA 

tools and data. [FN55] It is entirely up to the reviewer to follow hunches and lines of reasoning. It can also be quite 

difficult to know when there is nothing more to be gleaned by further interrogating or tinkering with a visual repre-

sentation. As Perer and Schneiderman observe, interactive techniques can yield valuable discoveries, but current data 

analysis tools typically support only opportunistic exploration that may be inefficient and incomplete. These two 

researchers propose a methodology of interaction with visualizations that they label “Systematic Yet Flexible Dis-

covery.” [FN56] Other methods, such as Analysis of Competing Hypothesis (ACH) may also be used. Each method is 

likely to yield quite varied results. [FN57] Where the analytical process is unique, if not idiosyncratic, questions may 

arise about whether two reviewers working with the same dataset could produce the same results. Such questions 

potentially could add further delays or expense to the e-discovery process if opposing parties challenge VA results. 
 
(c) Data Input 
 
       The task of preparing data for analysis using VA software is not an insignificant one at this point either. Datasets 

come in many formats and documents have diverse structures and lengths; nevertheless, they must be rendered in a 

form that can be read by a VA tool. It can still take a significant amount of effort, as the UBC-SLAIS research team has 

discovered, to de-duplicate, cleanse, and structure large quantities of data in order to prepare them for analysis. So, 

better tools and techniques will be needed to import data in diverse formats into VA tools. 
 
        *46 An additional related challenge is that an increasing amount of the data that might be of interest in an in-

vestigation or litigation is non-textual -- voice-mail and video clips, for example. Speech recognition software exists to 

translate speech into text to enable analysis, but tools to render images are still at the development stage. [FN58] 
 
(d) Visual Representation and Interactions 
 
       A number of VA tools use vector space algorithms to cluster terms into groups according to the relative occur-

rence or co-occurrence of key terms. There are algorithms that cluster according to a “bag of words” approach and 

those that cluster according to a “phrase-based” approach. [FN59] Each Algorithm performs differently, has an un-

derlying logic and may have weaknesses or limitations that it is important to understand. For example, some algo-

rithms are better than others at maintaining clusters when new documents are incrementally added to datasets. [FN60] 
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While it is important to understand how different algorithms function, it may not be easily done when a commer-

cially-available VA tool is used: such algorithms tend to be trade secrets and vendors may be reluctant to be too 

transparent about their structure and how they function. 
 
       VA tools still do not deal with the issue of context well. As Esteva et al. point out in their study on discovering 

trails of documents relating to the same business function in a large collection of unstructured heterogeneous docu-

ments, it may be very challenging “to find documents related to an activity that may encompass different document 

types and writing styles, and include various sub-topics. These documents may differ in length and therefore contain 

varied keyword frequencies particular to the topic of interest. Moreover, keywords related to the topic may vary, 

depending on the writing style of the different authors involved. In addition, *47 records that treat similar topics but 

are not directly associated with the activity of interest may introduce noise in the trail. [FN61]” Depending on the 

algorithm, terms referring to a project code-named “Orpheus” may cluster with documents referencing Greek my-

thology and the story of Orpheus. Without explicit tagging, documents generated in the course of the same business 

function or project but which discuss a variety of unrelated matters are unlikely to cluster together. The problems 

become compounded as the size of the dataset increases. [FN62] VA software tools that UBCSLAIS researchers have 

been using in the lab alleviate this problem somewhat by clustering groups of co-occurring terms (phrase-based 

clustering), thereby providing more context than would be achieved by clustering according to a single word at a time. 

Reviewers also are able to choose to view one, two, three or more terms representing each cluster to gain a better sense 

of the significance of the cluster. However, there is no question that the issue of context and the ability to discover 

linkages between documents related to particular functions generates many outliers in a cluster and remains a chal-

lenge. 
 
       Finally, visual representations represent data differently. For example, a “galaxy view” in the UBC lab (see Figure 

2) [FN63] indicates relative relationship between documents in a dataset, but does not provide much information about 

the density of a cluster (i.e., how many documents fall within a particular grouping). In contrast, another tool offers a 

“Spire” visual (see Figure 3) [FN64] that answers both questions. Visual representations and can invite divergent 

interpretations of the same dataset. [FN65] The effect of algorithms used to optimize the visual layouts may lead to 

misleading interpretations of the data. [FN66] Just as with an optical illusion, it is possible to see different things and 

extract diverging meanings from an image. In some cases, where the visualization is very dense (e.g. visualizations of 

networks that look like “hairballs”), it may be impossible to draw inferences from the diagram at all. [FN67] VA is a 

scientific technique, but not an exact or uncomplicated one; as such, it still involves a fair degree of art in the analysis 

and interpretation of visual representations of data. Further, as with any image, visual representations can be altered or 

enhanced using software tools such as Photoshop to emphasize or de-emphasize aspects of the results depending on 

the objectives. This has obvious implications if the intention is to use the results of a visual analysis in legal pro-

ceedings. [FN68] 
 
        *48 The effective use of an appropriate visual representation requires designers to ensure that reviewers under-

stand how to use, and the implications of using, a particular visual representation. A “one size fits all” approach to 

visual representations is unlikely to work well. Reviewers will need to understand the relationship between visual 

representations and interface functionality; determine the best visual representations for particular tasks and plat-

forms; the ways visual representations might be merged effectively to support e-discovery needs; develop guidelines 

for the application of visual representations and associated knowledge for practical implementation; and consider the 

ways in which visual representations might be admissible in court (for example, what kind of oral testimony might be 

needed to attest to the authenticity and integrity of visual representations.). [FN69] 
 
(e) Scalability 
 
       Scalability of different tools and analytic approaches remains a challenge where reviewers must process not just 

megabytes of data, but terabytes, petabytes, exabytes, and even zettabytes and beyond. Ultimately, we may have to 

learn to think differently when dealing with data at this order of magnitude. [FN70] Aside from these analytical and 

technical issues, there are also issues arising from the nature and structure of the legal system. 
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(f) Courts and Judges that are Not Tech-Savvy 
 
       Many courts and judges just are not up to speed with technology. Even with respect to keyword searching tech-

niques, a PwC report notes that “The technological black box at the heart of these superior solutions creates uncer-

tainty. While courts, regulators and opposing parties generally understand the outputs from keyword searches-and if 

not, it can be explained, advanced techniques are less well understood. Those same stakeholders have less assurance 

and confidence about what they are getting from advanced search technology. Delivering reassurance is a challenge.” 

[FN71] As one respondent in a PwC legal roundtable expressed it: “I suspect that we will get to the point where judges 

really understand the concept of search terms and how they work and then we'll say „Forget search terms, they aren't 

working we want to use this new software ... And the judge is going to say „What! Enough already! You've just got us 

thinking about search and now you're going to *49 throw this new thing on us.‟” [FN72] 
 
(g) Adversarial Nature of the Legal System 
 
       Litigation is adversarial by nature and e-discovery has become a battleground between opposing counsel that has 

driven up the costs of litigation and resulted in some spectacular fines. [FN73] In an effort to reverse this trend, The 

Sedona Conference has issued a Cooperation Proclamation aimed at facilitating cooperation in legal discovery, with 

over 100 judges at the time of writing this paper signing on to the document. [FN74] At present, however, still too 

many battles are fought in the e-discovery arena. Reliance on a technology such as VA that is seen as a black box 

because it is still new and not well-understood may exacerbate disputes between counsel over the relevance of 

documents, and lead to questions going to defensibility of approach. One way of overcoming this issue is to use VA 

initially to identify subsets of documents of interest (or non-interest, in the case of obviously non-relevant documents). 

Both parties could then agree on a list of appropriate keywords to be used in searching the dataset, either in an initial 

round of negotiations or after the owner of the data set has employed some measure of further sampling to produce 

exemplar documents. [FN75] In employing sophisticated, iterative search methods, the parties are certainly not lim-

ited in fashioning creative approaches aimed at reducing volume while at the same time focussing on what are likely to 

be the most material documents to a dispute. The fact remains, however, that where there is greater uncertainty, trust 

and collaboration may be more difficult to reliably establish. 
 
VII. CONCLUSION 
 
       It is clear from the above discussion that VA is a promising technology but that it also has a long way to go. 

Moreover, it is unlikely to overcome the digital Tsunami entirely on its own. E. Efthiamidis argues that “effective 

information retrieval in today's complex litigation requires a variety of tools and approaches, including a combination 

of automated searches, sampling of large databases, and a team-based review of these results.” [FN76] Beyond this, 

search and retrieval is unlikely to be effective where corporate archives are fragmented and in disarray. As recognized 

in the PwC report on e-discovery, “To successfully address e-[discovery] ... [organizations] must ask themselves 

“What information do we have? Why do we have it? How long do we keep it? When do we destroy it? When needed, 

can we preserve, protect, access, search and produce it? And importantly, “What are the *50 consequences if we 

cannot?” [FN77] The bottom line is that, even with the most sophisticated technology, records management funda-

mentals are still essential. 
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